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Abstract: In this paper, the “Information Market” is introduced as a payable information exchange and based on it
information interaction. In addition, special kind of Information Markets - the Knowledge Markets are outlined. The
main focus of the paper is concentrated on the investigation of the staple commodities of the knowledge markets.
They are introduced as kind of information objects, called “knowledge information objects”. The main theirs
distinctive characteristic is that they contain information models, which concern sets of information models and
interconnections between them.
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"The speaker doesn't deliver his thought to the listener, but his
sounds and performances provoke the thought of the listener.
Between them performs a process like lighting the candle, where
the flame of the first candle is not transmitted to another flame,
but only cause it."
Pencho Slaveikov, Bulgarian poet,
the beginning of the XX-th century

Introduction
The main characteristic of the Information Markets is payable information exchange and based on it information
interaction. Special kinds of Information Markets are the Knowledge Markets. The main goal of this paper is to
continue the investigation of the Knowledge Markets started in [Ivanova et al, 2001], [Markov et al, 2002]. Now,
our attention will be paid to the staple commodities of the Knowledge Markets. The usual talk is that at the
Knowledge Market one can buy knowledge. But, from our point of view, this is not so correct.
The investigation presented in this paper is based on the Theory of Information Interaction, which is one of the
main parts of the General Information Theory [Markov, 1984], [Markov, 1988], [Markov et al, 1993],
[Markov et al, 2003].
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Firstly, let remember some basic concepts of the Theory of Information Interaction.
At the first place, we need to remember the concept “INFOS”. Its genesis started from the understanding that the
concept "Information Subject" is perceived as a single human characteristic. It is clear that in the nature there
exist many creatures, which may be classified to this category, especially groups of persons and societies. To
exclude the misunderstandings we decide to introduce new word to denote all possessors of the characteristics of
the Information Subject. This word is "INFOS" [Markov et al, 2003], [Markov et al, 2004].
On given level of complexity of the entities, a new quality becomes - the possibility of self-reflection and internal
activity appears. One special kind of activity is the secondary (information) one. The secondary activity need to be
resolved by relevant possibilities of the entities from the environment. So, not every entity may be used for
resolving the secondary activity. This way, the entity needs a special kind of (information) contacts and
(information) interaction for resolving the information activity.
The entity, which has:
− (primary) activity for external interaction;
− possibility for reflection, i.e. possibility for collecting the information;
− possibility for self-reflection, i.e. possibility for generating secondary (information) activity;
− information expectation i.e. available (secondary) information activity for internal or external contact for
resolving it
is called Infos.
The resolving of the information activity is the goal of the Infos. This goal may be achieved by the establishment
and providing (information) contacts and (information) interaction, which are remembered below.

Information Objects
When the Infos interact with the entities around in the environment, there exist at least two cases of
reverberation:
−

the contacts and interaction are casual and all reflections in the Infos as well as in the entities have casual
origin;

−

the contacts and interactions are determined by the information activity of the Infos.

In the both cases, the contacted entity may reflect any information model from Infos. The concept “information
model” has been defined in [Markov et al, 2001]. In general, the information model is a set of reflections, which
are structured by Infos and, from his point of view, represents any entity.
An entity, in which one or more information models are reflected, is called "information object".
The information objects can have different properties depending on:
−

the kind of influence over the entities - by ordering in space and time, by partial or full modifying, etc.,

−

the way of influence over the entities - by direct or by indirect influence of the Infos on the object,

−

the way of development in time - static or dynamic,

etc.

Information Operations
The information is reflected relationship, i.e. it is a kind of reflection [Markov, 1988]. Therefore, the only way Infos
to operate with information is to operate with the entity that contains it. Every influence on the entity may cause
any internal changes in it and this way may change the information already reflected. Another type of influence is
to change the location of entity or to provoke any contact between given entity and any other.
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The influence over the information object is called "information operation" if it is determined by any Infos
information activity.
The information operations may be of two main types:
−

the Infos internal operations with the sub-entities that contain information,

−

external operations with the information objects that contain information.

The internal operations with the sub-entities closely depend of the Infos’ possibilities for self-reflection and
internal interaction of its sub-entities.
The self-reflection (self-change) of the Infos leads to the creating of new relationships (and corresponding
entities) in it. These are subjectively defined relationships, or shortly - subjective relationships. When they are
reflected in the memory of the Infos they may initiate any new information model on a higher level. In such case,
a relation between reflected relationships appears. The high-level information models may have not real
relationships and real entities that correspond to them.
For instance, the possibility for creating the information models of similarity is a basis for realising such very high
level operations as "comparing elements or substructures of the information models", "searching given
substructure or element pattern in the part or in the whole structure of the information model", etc.
It is clear, the Infos is built by entities some of which may be also Infoses, but on the lowest levels. For instance
the society and single human who belongs to it. So, the internal operations are determined by the concrete
internal level and from the point of view of these low levels, they may be assumed as external operations.
Because of this, we will concentrate out attention on the second type of operations.
The external operations with information objects may be differed in two main subtypes:
− basic information operations;
− service information operations.
There are two basic information operations which are called I-operations:
9 I-reflection (reflecting the information object by the Infos, i.e. the origination of a relevant information model in
the memory of the Infos);
9 I-realisation (creating the information object by the Infos).
In the process of its activity, the Infos S reflects (perceives) information from the environment (entities OI, i=1,2...)
by proper sub-entities (sensitive to video, acoustic, tactile, etc. influences) called "receptors" Ri (i=1,2...).
Consequently, the Infos may receive some information models.
The Infos subjective reflection is called "I-reflection".
When necessary, the Infos can realise in its environment (entities O'j, i=1,2...) some of the information models,
which are in his memory, using some sub-entities called "effectors" Ej (j=1,2...). Consequently, new or modified
already existing entities may reflect the information, relevant to these information models.
The Infos subjective realisation is called "I-realisation".
There are several operations, which can be realised with the information objects: transfer in space and time,
destroying, copying, composition, decomposition, etc. Because of the activity of the Infoses, these operations are
different from other events in reality. In this case, such Infos determined operations with information objects are
called "service information operations".
For example, some of the very high-level service operations are based on the external influence on the
information object to change any existing reflection:
9 Including and removing an element in and from the object’s structure;
9 Copying or moving object’s substructures from one place to another;
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9 Building new object’s structure using as a basis one or several others;
9 Composing or decomposing of object’s elements or substructures;
Etc.

Information Processes
Let "O" is a set of real information objects i.e. O = {Oij | i= 1,..,n; j=1,..,m}.
Let "Is" is a set of information models in Infos S, i.e. Is = {ip | p=1,..,q}.
If the opposite is not stated, we will consider:
- every set of information objects is an information object,
- every set of information models is an information model.
Every information operation "t" can be treated as a function between two sets of information objects, which may
be coincidental, i.e. t: Od → Or.
I-realisation can be considered as a function m: Is → O.
I-reflection - in the opposite - as a function r: O → Is.
Let t1, t2,..,tn are information operations. The consequence of information operations P created by any
composition, i.e.
P = t1 ° t2 ° …° tn
is called "information process".
It is possible that some of ti, i=1,..,n may be I-realisation or I-reflection.
In particularly an information process can include only one operation.

Information Contact
If an information model from the Infos is reflected in another entity, there exist possibility, during the "a posterior"
interactions of the given entity with another Infos, to transfer this reflection in it. This way an information model
may be transferred from the Infos to another.
If the second Infos has already established information expectation, the incoming reflection will be perceptible for
him. The information expectation will be resolved in some degree and the incoming information model and
information in it will be received by the second Infos.
Let S1 and S2 are Infoses and O is an arbitrary entity.
The composition of two real contacts Θ1 and Θ2 :

Θ1
S1

Θ2
O

S2

is called "information contact" between Infos S1 and Infos S2 iff during the contacts any information model from
IS1 is reflected in the IS2 through the entity O.
The Infos S1 is called "information donor", the Infos S2 is called "information recipient", and, of course, the
entity O is called "information object".
In this case, when the donor and the recipient are different Infoses the information contacts between them consist
of the composition of at least two information operations - I-realisation and I-reflection. For the realisation of any
direct information contact between two different Infoses is necessary the execution of the composition of these
two "basic" operations. All the rest information operations are necessary for supporting the basic ones i.e. they
are auxiliary (service) operations.
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This way the elementary communicative action will be provided.
In general, every information process "c", having as a start domain the set ISd of information models of the Infos
Sd and as a final domain the set ISr of information models of the Infos Sr, (ISd and ISr may be coincidental)l,
c: ISd → ISr
is called "information contact" between Sd and Sr:
Note that for the realisation of one information contact at least one information object is necessary.

Information Interaction
The set "R" of all information contacts between two Infoses Sa and Sb
R= {ci | i=1,2..; ci:ISa→ISb}
is called "information interaction".
When Sa and Sb are coincident, we call it Information interaction of the Infos with itself (through the space and
time).
The set "B" of all information objects, used in the information interaction between given Infoses is called
"information base".

Information Society
The "Information Group" (IG) is a set of Infoses, with common Information base of the information interactions
between them.
In the small IG the service information operations may be provided by the every Infos. In the large IG this is
impossible or not optimal. In such case, some Infoses became as "information mediators" between the others.
They start to provide the service information operations. They realise "Information Service".
The "Information Society" is an IG with internal Information Service.

Information Market
Now we are ready to continue with introducing the basic ideas of the Information Markets.
Up to this moment, the discussion about essence of the information society has not resulted in uniform definition.
Everyone from his point of view defines this stage of development of a society.
It is clear, at the stage of social growth, called “information society”, for existence of the separate individuals or
social teams the information and information activity get decisive value. Certainly, at earlier stages of
development of mankind, the information had the important value too. But never, in all known history, the other
means for the existence have been so dominated by the information means as it is in the information society.
So, the direct conclusion is the understanding that the information society differs from the other levels of the
human been growth by the domination of the information interests above all others.
From the origin, the human society has been the "information" one, but the levels of the information service differ
in the different periods of the existence of the societies. So, it is possible to allocate the following levels:
9 Primitive information society (people having knowledge, letters on stones etc.);
9 Paper information society (books, libraries, post pigeons, usual mail etc.);
9 Technology information society (telephone, telegraph, radio, TV, audio- and video-libraries etc.);
9 High-Technology information society (automated systems of information service, local computer
information networks etc.);
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9 Global information society (global systems for information service, opportunity for every body to use the
information service with help of some global network etc.).
The information society does not assume compulsory usage of the information services by the part or all
inhabitants of given territory. One very important feature thus is emphasized: for everyone will be necessary
diverse and qualitative (from his point of view) information, but also everyone can not receive all necessary
information. The enterprising experts will accumulate certain kinds of the information and will provide the
existence through favourable to them information exchange with the members of the society. Thus, in one or
other form, they will carry out payable information service (granting of information services for some
income) [Ivanova et al, 2001]. This is the background of the Information Market.
The payable information exchange and services regulated by the corresponded laws and norms as well as by the
government protection of the rights of the participants (members) of this kind of social interactions form the
Information Market.
So, at the centre of discussion, we have discovered a simple true: in the information society the payable
information exchange and services will dominate above all other market activities. In other words, the
Information Market dominates over all other type of markets of the information society.

Knowledge Information Objects
V.P. Gladun correctly remarks that the concept “knowledge” does not have common meaning, especially after
beginning of it’s using in the technical lexicon in 70-ies years of the last century. Usually, when we talk about the
human knowledge we envisage all information one has in his mind. Another understanding sets the “knowledge”
against the “data”. We talk about data when we are solving any problem or are making logical inference. Usually
the concrete values of the given quantities are used as a data as well as the descriptions of the objects and
interconnections between objects, situations, events, etc. During decision making or logical inference we operate
with data involving some other information like descriptions of the solving methods, rules for inference of the
corollaries, models of the actions from which the decision plan is formed, strategies for creating decision plans,
and general characteristics of the objects, situations, and events. In accordance with this understanding, the
“knowledge” is information about processes of decision making, logical inference, regularities, etc., which
applying to the data creates any new information. [Gladun, 1994].
The usual understanding of the verb "to know" is: "to have in the mind as the result of experience or of being
informed, or because one has learned"; "to have personal experience of smt.” etc. The concept "knowledge"
usually is connected to concepts "understanding" and "familiarity gained by experience; range of information"
[Hornby et al, 1987] or "organized body of information" [Hawkins, 1982].
In other words, the knowledge is a structured or organised body of information models, i.e. the
knowledge is information model, which concerns a set of information models and interconnections
between them.
In accordance with this the information objects, which contain such information models are called “knowledge
information objects”.
This definition corresponds to everyday understanding of the concept “knowledge”. For instance, during the
process of education the presented above operations I-realization and I-reflection correspond to creating and
perceiving the “knowledge information objects”.

Knowledge Market
The growth of the societies shows that the knowledge information objects become important and necessary
articles of trade. The open social environment and the market attitudes of the society lead to arising of the
knowledge customers and knowledge sellers, which step-by-step form the "Knowledge Markets" [Markov et al,
2002].
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As the other markets, the Knowledge Market is the organised aggregate of participants, who operate following
common rules and principles. The knowledge market structure is formed by a combination of mutually-connected
elements with simultaneously shared joint resources.
The staple commodities of the knowledge market are the knowledge information objects.
The knowledge information bases and tools for processing the knowledge information objects, such as tools for
collecting, storing, distributing, etc., form the knowledge environment.
The network information technologies enable to construct uniform global knowledge environment.
It is very important, that it will be friendly for all knowledge market participants and open for all layers of the
population without dependence from a nationality, social status, language of dialogue, place of residing. The
decision of this task can become the important step of humanization of all world commonwealths.
In the global information society, on the basis of modern electronics, the construction of the global knowledge
market, adapted to the purposes, tasks and individual needs of the knowledge market participants is quite
feasible, but the achievement of this purpose is connected to the decision of a number of scientific, organizational
and financial problems.
For more clear explanation let consider an example about the correspondence between concepts “information
object” and “knowledge information object”. When an architect develops any constructive plan for future building,
he creates a concrete “information object”. Of course, he will sell this plan. This is a transaction in the area of the
Information Market. Another question is from where the architect has received the skills to prepare such plans. It
is easy to answer – he has studied hardly for many years and received knowledge is the base for his business.
So, we see that the textbooks are not concrete information for building concrete house, but they contain the
information needed for creating such plans. The textbooks written by the lecturer in the architectural academy are
special kind of “information objects” which contain special generalized information models. They are “knowledge
information objects” and these textbooks have been sold to the students. It is clear; here we have a kind of
transactions at the “Knowledge Market”.
At the end, we need to take into consideration the difference between responsibility of the architect and the
lecturer. If the building collapses the first who will be responsible is the architect, but never the lecturer!

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the “Information Market” as a payable information exchange and based on it
information interaction. In addition, special kind of Information Markets - the Knowledge Markets were outlined.
The identifying of the staple commodities of the knowledge markets was a step of the process of investigation of
contemporary situation in the global knowledge environment.
The investigation of the staple commodities of the knowledge markets is very difficult but useful task. In this paper
we introduced them as kind of information objects, called “knowledge information objects”. The main theirs
distinctive characteristic is that they contain information models, which concerns sets of information models and
interconnections between them.
This way, we have seen the usual talk that at the Knowledge Market one can buy knowledge is not so correct.
But in everyday language in is accepted to say “knowledge” with the meaning of the “knowledge information
object”. We need specially to say that there exists another meaning of knowledge, which points to the information
models into the Infos memory. Usually we do not distinct these two meanings. When we say “receiving of
knowledge” we assume the I-reflection operation; when we say “generating the knowledge” we assume the Irealization operation; and at the end, when we say simply “knowledge” it is context depended to understand what
is the meaning – knowledge information models into the Infos memory or those which the knowledge information
objects contain. However, if we remember that the Infoses are built by entities some of which may be also
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Infoses, but on the lowest levels, the internal memory of given level of the organisation of the Infos may be
considered as external set of information objects on the lower levels.
This has important role for future research of this social and information phenomenon.
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